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A place for wellbeing and a place to linger.

Our Naturhotel Waldklause is located in the Ötz Valley Arena recreation paradise, immediately
adjacent to the “Aqua Dome” thermal spa in the heart of a forest and surrounded by a unique
mountain setting. According to our philosophy of natural living and enjoyment, we have
brought our natural surroundings into the hotel. The warm radiance of arolla pine and fir unites
harmonically with innovative, ecologically aligned architecture.
A hotel that radiates warm assurance and generosity.
A holiday oasis of timber, stone, glass and cheerful Tyrolean hospitality.





Food for the body and soul.

Our chef conjures up fine, tasty menus and richly varied
wellness buffets with many fresh herbs and high-quality
natural produce from local farmers. International as well
as regional specialities are on the menu.
And because he his utterly in his element with healthy
cooking, he also takes into account the basic rules of
the five-elements cuisine.
So much carefree pleasure makes not only appetite for
delicious dishes, but generally gives one an appetite for
life.







A reason to make a toast to life together.

It is said that truth lies in wine. But as a trained sommelier, at least Florian,
the hotel host’s son, knows the truth about wine.
And because he is happy to share his love of this noble grape with
other people, he regularly takes hotel guests into the wine cellar to
show them the treasures stored there and to explain everything
that is worth knowing and to offer interesting facts about fine wines.
One can sample the wines in our tasting room, and at the same time
choose which of the select wines one prefers with meals.









Having space to develop freely.

One feels immediately at home in our cosy rooms and suites. The wood
panelling and the wooden furniture and harmonically attuned colours

create a peaceful, cosy atmosphere.The generous furnishing offers
high comfort and allows a great deal of space for freedom

of movement. Fresh spring water from the mountains
allows energy to flow and also has a marvellously

invigorating taste.
And this is the aroma of real Tyrolean arolla pine -
just rub it and smell it.













The feeling of being in the best hands.

We also place our trust in natural substances, especially in the Power of the Alps,
in our very special wellness offer.
With the new Alpienne wellness line, such high-quality natural products as arnica,
propolis or marmot oil show their healing and preventative effects.
Massages with herbal stamps are as equally a part of our well-
being programme as the beauty treatments and relaxation
on the Alpha recliner. Those who also immerse in
a bath of honey and arolla pine, also immerses in
perfect harmony. Just rub it and smell it.







Hosts who extend a heartfelt welcome!

We would be pleased to welcome and indulge you soon at our Naturhotel Waldklause
in Längenfeld.

Our homepage gives information about especially
attractive offers and all-inclusive rates:

www.waldklause.at

Our address is:
Naturhotel Waldklause, Family Auer · Unterlängenfeld 190 · 6444 Längenfeld, Tyrol, Austria.
Tel: +43 (0)5253/5455 · Fax: +43 (0)5253/5455-4 · e-mail: office@waldklause.at






